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REBID Amendment of 

Solicitation 

      

Date of Issuance:  4/04/24      Solicitation No.  3450005043 

 Requisition No. 3450034209     Amendment No. 1 

Hour and date specified for receipt of offers is changed:  No   Yes, to:              CST 
 
Pursuant to OAC 260:115-7-30(d), this document shall serve as official notice of amendment to the solicitation 
identified above. Such notice is being provided to all suppliers to which the original solicitation was sent.  
Suppliers submitting bids or quotations shall acknowledge receipt of this solicitation amendment prior to the hour 
and date specified in the solicitation as follows: 

  Sign and return a copy of this amendment with the solicitation response being submitted; or, 
  If the supplier has already submitted a response, this acknowledgement must be signed and returned prior to the 

solicitation deadline. All amendment acknowledgements submitted separately shall have the solicitation number and 
bid opening date in the subject line of the email. 

 
 ISSUED FROM:  
 Cheryl Emerson  405-628-3318  cemerson@odot.org 
Contracting Officer  Phone Number  E-Mail Address 

  
RETURN TO: odotbids@odot.ok.gov with Contractor Response 
  
Description of Amendment: 

a. This is to incorporate the following: 
This Amendment covers the following: 
 
Question 1.  Are there Full Plan Sheets Available? 
Answer:  Please see the following attached files:  Scope of Work, Light Plan NB I-35 Rest Area, NB Rest Area Love 
County light plan highlighted Circuit routes, and LED Lights.. 
 
Question 2. What is the Scope of Work and are there any pictures? 
Answer: See attached Scope of Work.  There are no pictures. 
 
Question 3.  What type of lights? 
Answer:  Please See attached file for LED Lights. 

b. All other terms and conditions remain unchanged. 

             
Supplier Company Name (PRINT)  Date 

               
Authorized Representative Name (PRINT)  Title  Authorized Representative Signature 

 

mailto:cemerson@odot.org
mailto:odotbids@odot.ok.gov


SCOPE OF WORK 
 
Option #1:  
Replace the lights in the center high mask west of the Welcome center with LED 
lights and restore them to function. 
Replace all the trail lighting except for the one located at the kiosk. There is one 
light located just north of the building that the light fixture will need to be 
replaced but can remain on its current circuit. The remainder of the trail lighting 
are located on the south side of the building. Light heads will be replaced with 
LED light heads. Modify the existing wiring so that lights are on their own circuit 
separate from the parking area lights with their own breaker and photocell.  The 
trail lights will also be powered by the existing Service Pole #1 located on Sheet 16 
of the plans. This modification will require running a new underground electric 
line from the service pole to the point the current trail light circuit connect to the 
parking light circuit. 
 
Option #2: 
Replace all ramp and parking lot lighting with LED lights, including the three high 
mast lighting and return the center high mass lighting to a state function. Replace 
all trail lighting except for one which is at the very north end of the park by the 
kiosk . Replace the one located just north of the building and leave on the existing 
circuit. The remainder of the trail lighting are located on the south side of the 
building. Light heads will be replaced with LED lights. The trail lights will be 
powered by the existing Service Pole #1 located on Sheet 16 of the plans. Modify 
the existing wiring so that lights are on their own circuit separate from the 
parking area lights with their own breaker and photocell.  The trail lights will also 
be powered by the existing Service Pole #1 located on Sheet 16 of the plans. This 
modification will require running a new underground electric line from the service 
pole to the point the current trail light circuit connect to the parking light circuit. 
 
2 copies of the plan set are included. 

1. Copy of plan 
2. Copy where we traced current wiring is highlighted. Note: Always check 

power to ensure your safety. 
3. LED light specification sheet, light used will equivalent to these 

specification. 
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